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ChatGPT isn’t the only AI-powered website…

Here are 14 AI websites that feel illegal to know about:

1. WordTune

Your thoughts in words

Say exactly what you mean through clear, compelling, and authentic writing.

Try it ■https://t.co/hcRAKIdDG2
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2. MurfAI

AI-enabled, real people's voices

Go from text to speech with a versatile AI voice generator

Make studio-quality voiceovers in minutes.

Use Murf’s lifelike AI voices for podcasts, videos, and all your professional presentations

Try it ■https://t.co/5gScYuB9to

3. StockAI

Free AI-generated stock photos

AI-generated stock photos for free. Use in any project without worry about attribution.

Try it ■https://t.co/N0XqmxwloD



4. MagicEraser

Remove unwanted things in seconds

Upload, mark what you need removed, and download

No signup required.

Free to use.

Try it ■https://t.co/tkMxErwL0J



5. BrowesAI

The easiest way to extract and monitor data from any website.

Train a robot in 2 minutes.

No coding is required.

Try it ■ https://t.co/c53fAOqFKO
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6. CrAIyon

Do you want to create an image using word association?

All you have to do to illustrate your idea is to describe how you see it — with actions, nouns, style or critical features

Try it ■https://t.co/0ktPtAJ6A0



7. texti

AI that lives in your browser!

It will cooperate with you to boost ■ your content quality!

Try it ■ https://t.co/dz9UUJiFLF
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8. Huemint

Huemint is a color palette generator.

The app uses machine learning to create unique color combinations for your brand, website, or graphics.

Try it ■ https://t.co/SRgmc0oZqR
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9. Sembly

The smartest AI team assistant

Sembly transcribes, takes meeting notes, and generates insights for your professional meetings

Try it ■https://t.co/2wBu063kzf



10. AssemblyAI

Access powerful AI models to transcribe and understand speech

Their simple API exposes AI models for speech recognition, speaker detection, speech summarization, and more.

Try it ■ https://t.co/hX6dEwFHCh
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11. AutoDraw

You don’t have time to draw, but you need a schematic illustration of your thinking.

Use Autodraw.

Make a schematic outline, and it will come up with a drawing.

Try it ■ https://t.co/0X7Bal7TV2
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12. Poised

Poised is the AI-powered communication coach that helps you speak with confidence and clarity. Private and secure, an

essential tool for digital-first workplaces.

Try it ■https://t.co/IaT0wzI4DV



13. SuperMeme

Turn your text into memes using AI

Try it ■ https://t.co/QsbPRGk29W

14. Imglarger

All-in-one AI toolkits help you enhance and upscale images. Increases image resolution without losing quality.

Try it ■https://t.co/LZkXRbVK99
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If you found value in this thread, please RT the first tweet.

Thank you for reading!

If you enjoy this content, follow me @kennethtodd for more!
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